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FROM THE DIRECTOR

the Gallery presents Th
T e Fi
F rs
rt
Actre
r sses: Nell Gwy
w n to Sara
r h Siddons, the
first exhibition to explore art and theatre in
eighteenth-century England through portraiture.
A maj
a or exhibition fe
f aturing portraits of
actresses such as Nell Gwyn, Elizabeth Fa
F rren,
Lavinia Fenton and Sarah Siddons by artists
including Reynolds, Gainsborough, Hogarth
and Gillray, it will include maj
a or loans from
other museums, alongside works from private
collections on show to the public fo
f r the first
time. Exhibition curator Profe
f ssor Gill Perry
explores the stories behind this outstanding
show on pages 4–7. Th
T e Fi
F rs
r t Actre
r sses is
complemented by Th
T e Actre
r ss Now, which
f atures portraits of contemporary actresses
fe
from the Gallery’s Collection; read more
about this free Gallery display on page 8.
THIS OCTOBER

The Ta
Taylor We
W ssing Photogra
r phic Po
P rtra
r it
Pri
rize 2011 opens at the Gallery in November.
On pages 10 and 11 we look at the legacy of
previous Ta
Taylor We
W ssing Photogra
r phic Po
P rtra
r it
Pri
rize exhibitions, with a fo
f cus on the most
recent Godfrey Argent Aw
A ard commission and
the Gallery’s on-going Friday Evening Music
collaboration with students from the Royal
College of Music.
The autumn season sees a number of new
displays throughout the Gallery. The latest
display of works examined as part of Making
Art in Tu
T dor Bri
r tain, one of the Gallery’s
research programmes, Picturi
r ng History
r :
A Po
P rtra
r it Set of Earlrly Ki
K ngs and Queens,
is highlighted on page 3, while on page 12

we preview Scott of the Antarc
r tic, a select
display of rarely seen photographs of the illf ted expedition. Arriving at the Gallery after
fa
a national tour, Co
C medians: Fr
From the 1940s
to Now will be on show from September; learn
more about this photographic display, and its
origins, on pages 14–15. 2011 marks the third
year of Ch
C asing Mirr
rrors
r , a partnership proj
o ect
between the National Portrait Gallery and
young people involved with community
organisations in Brent, Barnet and Ealing,
supported by the John Ly
L on’s Charity. This
year’s display will see work produced by these
young people in conj
n unction with British-Iraqi
artist Athier Mousawi, on show in the Studio
Gallery from October.
Beyond the Gallery, on display at the National
Trust’s Beningbrough Hall, ‘Rule, Britannia!’
Frederick, Prince of Wa
Fr
W les and Music in the
18th Ce
C ntury
r explores the musical tastes,
ambitions and intrigue of this remarkable
Hanoverian prince. Read more about this
Regional Partner display on page 13. Lastly,
iconic portraits from the Collection and
selected National Trust properties fe
f ature
together in A Guide to Victorian & Edward
r ian
Portra
r its. This fa
f scinating new publication,
which includes fa
f miliar fa
f ces from Charles
Dickens to Oscar Wilde, is introduced on
page 9.

Sandy Nairne
DIRECTOR
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Model

a portrait of Queen
Elizabeth I in a huge volume my parents had
on royal history and thinking, ‘Who’s that?!’
She’s just so thrilling, the first fe
f minist. My
sister and I spent hours sketching the perfe
f ct
‘Queen Dresses’ based on her image, and even
copied her remarkable signature – I don’t
know how many years I signed off like that!
I REMEMBER SEEING

In this portrait Elizabeth models her own
myth: the ‘Virgin Queen’ literally on top of
the world. The sheer scale of the painting is
overwhelming. Yo
Y u look at the dark fo
f reboding
skies, and then you see her, Elizabeth as a
vision of hope, almost a goddess. The story
behind the making of the painting is
intoxicating, a relationship between a queen
and her courtier fraught with passion. But
I don’t fe
f el I need to ‘understand’ the
portrait – it’s just such a powerful image.

BELOW

Queen Elizabeth I
(‘The Ditchley portrait’)
by Marcus Gheeraerts the
Y unger, c.1592
Yo
On display in Room 2

Image courtesy Erin O’Connor

MY FAVOURITE PORTRAIT
by Erin O’Connor

There she is wearing this gorgeous robe,
encrusted with jewels, and somehow it’s like
a suit of armour. But I wonder how fragile
Elizabeth fe
f lt – a woman who had to fo
f rsake
her fe
f mininity to rule her people. It’s as
though the elaborate costume is a protective
f rtress: she’s untouchable.
fo
It’s obviously an awkwardly posed picture.
Y u can imagine how long it must have taken
Yo
to be painted in that way, and I know what it
f els like to wear corsets! She must have been
fe
exhausted, especially given all the other things
she had going on in her life
f .
Elizabeth I was such an accomplished and
determined woman, so conscious of her duties
that she practically ended her life
f on her fe
f et.
She seems to have always been so poised:
the painted skin, the wigs, the dresses, the
way she created a living image of herself
and embodied it to her dying day. She was
the instigator of all the things that drive the
modern world, so looking at this painting
can’t just be about exploring the historical
context and content. What a great queen
she makes, and a thoroughly modern woman
– still relevant today.
A hugely successful international model, Erin O’Connor
has written for publications including The Times, the
Guardian and Vogue, and is a Trustee of the V&A.
She recently co-founded All Walks Beyond the Catwalk,
a charity devoted to broadening the range of body
types represented in fashion. Jean Paul Gaultier said
of Erin, ‘She isn’t only a model. She is quite like art.
She is like theatre. She is an extraordinary inspiration.’
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PICTURING HISTORY:
A PORTRAIT SET OF EARLY
KINGS AND QUEENS
by Charlotte Bolland
Project Curator (Making Art in Tudor Britain)

AS PART OF THE Making Art in Tu
T dor Britain
proj
o ect a remarkable set of portraits of early
English kings and queens has recently been
analysed by research conservators at the
Gallery. This set of sixteen portraits is usually

LEFT

King William I
(‘The Conqueror’)
by an unknown artist,
c.1590–1610

Picturing History:
A Portrait Set of Early
Kings and Queens
until 4 December 2011
Room 1
Admission free

BELOW

King William I
(‘The Conqueror’)
by an unknown artist,
c. 1618–20
© The Trustees of Dulwich
Picture Gallery

on display at Montacute House in Somerset,
one of the Gallery’s Regional Partners.
Sets of portraits became popular in England
in the second half of the sixteenth century.
The portraits of the early kings were often
based on established patterns derived from
woodcuts and engravings, which could be
easily sourced and then shared by artists.
The lack of surviving portraits taken from life
f
f r the early kings meant that the ‘likeness’
fo
of many of these monarchs was not firmly
established. The result is that while some
monarchs, such as Henry VIII, can be easily
identified, others could be depicted in
diffe
f rent ways in diffe
f rent sets. The loan of
a portrait of William the Conqueror (from the
set in the collection of Dulwich Picture Gallery)
allows two competing versions of a true
‘likeness’ of William I to be seen together.
This lively and amusing group shows kings
with crooked or cross eyes wearing golden
crowns and armour. They would probably
have been hung high up, presenting an
impressive display of English history. The
technical analysis on this group has provided
f scinating insights into how portrait sets
fa
were produced. The pictures have all been
tree-ring-dated, which indicates that they
were produced around the same time,
in the 1590s or early 1600s, and may have
been produced as a group. However,
photomicroscopy has revealed that a number
of diffe
f rent artists must have produced the set,
some of whom worked in the same studio.
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WOMEN CENTRE STAGE:
THE FIRST ACTRESSES
by Professor Gill Perry
Exhibition Curator

BELOW FROM TOP

Eleanor (‘Nell’) Gwyn
by Simon Ve
V relst, c.1680
An Actress at Her To
T ilet or
Miss Brazen Just Breecht
after John Collett, c.1770
© The Trustees of the British
Museum

THE FIRST ACTRESSES : NELL GWYN TO SARAH

is the first exhibition to use fe
f minine
portraiture to explore the vibrant relationship
between eighteenth-century art and theatre.
During the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries women made a
remarkable and unprecedented entrance on to
the stage in England. They were first allowed
to act in public theatres after the Restoration
of Charles II in 1660. Befo
f re this the nation’s
theatre had been fa
f mously transvestite, with
men and boys playing fe
f male parts. Women
perfo
f rmers were increasingly in demand by the
early eighteenth century, fe
f eding a growing
market fo
f r portraits, biographies and gossip, all
essential ingredients of what we now describe
as ‘celebrity culture’. While they were excluded
from political office, suffrage, property rights
and universities, the theatre was one of the
f w public spaces in which women could
fe
pursue a profe
f ssional career and achieve
earning power.
SIDDONS

Cross-dressed or ‘breeches’ roles fo
f r women
were especially popular, but they also
generated heated debate about the sexual
availability and ‘brazenness’ of fe
f male players,
widely seen to belong to the social sphere of
the prostitute or courtesan. The Covent Garden
theatre district in eighteenth-century London
was as renowned fo
f r its bagnios or brothels as
f r its fa
fo
f mous theatres. Breeches roles fo
f r
women were clearly designed to display the
f male body – especially the legs and thighs –
fe
and captivate the audience (both male and
f male), but they were also desirable fo
fe
f r
4

The First Actresses: Nell Gwyn to Sarah Siddons
from 20 October 2011 until 8 January 2012
Wolfson Gallery
Admission £11/£10/£9
Free for Gallery Supporters

BELOW

Dorothy Jordan as
Hippolita in She Wo
W uld
and She Wo
W uld Not
by John Hoppner, 1791
© Ta
T te, London 2011

actresses as they allowed them to show that
they could play characters of either sex as well,
if not better, than men. After seeing Th
T e
Maiden Queen at the King’s House in 1667
Samuel Pepys commented in his diary on the
acting abilities of Nell Gwyn, perhaps the bestknown of the first English actresses: ‘there is a
comical part done by Nell, which is Florimell,
that I never can hope to see the like done
again, by man or woman...’.
The most successful comedy actresses were
ffamous fo
f r their breeches parts, and stars of
the eighteenth-century stage such as Peg
Woffington, Mary Robinson, Dorothy Jordan
and Frances Abington were often painted in
such roles. Both their perfo
f rmances and their
exhibited portraits were the obj
b ect of endless
scrutiny by critics and gossip columnists, who
were often as concerned with their private
lives as with their profe
f ssional abilities. Many
actresses achieved social mobility by fo
f rming
liaisons with aristocratic or royal partners,
fuelling a popular market fo
f r printed copies of
portraits and salacious news stories. Dorothy
Jordan, who had a relationship with the Duke
of Clarence that lasted twenty years, inspired
many gossip columns. The eighteenth-century
appetite fo
f r glamorous spectacle is
demonstrated in some fa
f mous and muchreproduced portrait commissions, and
anticipates our insatiable modern appetite
f r images of celebrity figures.
fo

the Royal Academy of Art was established
in London in 1768 under the leadership of
Sir Joshua Reynolds. Founded under royal
charter, it sought to raise the profile of British
art, and portraiture fe
f atured prominently in
annual exhibitions. At the same time, theatre
managers such as David Garrick were making
effo
f rts to give the dramatic arts a more
reputable status by reviving Shakespearean
plays and ‘cleaning up’ some Restoration
dramas. A close relationship developed
between the fine arts and the theatre, and
Royal Academy exhibitions often included
large-scale portraits of successful women
players such as Sarah Siddons and Dorothy

During the century attempts were made to
raise the status of both art and theatre, and
5

BELOW

Lavinia Fenton
possibly by George Knapton,
c.1739
© Private Collection

Jordan. Full-length portraits representing
actresses as the classical muses of tragedy
or comedy associated them with ancient
mythology and could present a positive, even
elevated, image of their stage roles and acting
abilities. These ambitious portraits were
crowd-pullers and acted as fo
f rms of
advertising fo
f r both the theatre and the art
exhibition; they were also engraved and
circulated by printsellers.
Throughout the eighteenth century the
boundaries between opera, musical comedy,
dance and ‘straight’ acting roles were less
clearly defined than today, and most actresses
were also expected to sing and dance.

In 1728 the first perfo
f rmances of John Gay’s
immensely successful production, Th
T e Beggar’s
Opera
r , established a new genre of ballad
opera in Britain, and helped to create popular
roles fo
f r women. Lavinia Fenton won instant
f me when she starred as the fe
fa
f male lead,
Polly Peachum, in the first season. This muchcoveted role was also part of the repertoire of
other successful singers, including Kitty Clive
and, later in the century, the fa
f mous diva
Elizabeth Billington.
French-influenced dance and early ballet
became increasingly popular with eighteenthcentury audiences. Continental dancers,
including the French Marie Sallé, and later in
the century the Italian-born Giovanna Baccelli,
appeared regularly in London theatres.
However, portraits of dancers in midperfo
f rmance were rare in public exhibitions,
revealing concerns about displaying the
f male body in vigorous movement.
fe
Gainsborough’s stunning portrait of the
‘toe-poised Baccelli’, depicted in a relatively
modest dance pose, was an exception. This
portrait attracted much critical attention
when shown in the Royal Academy in 1782
and contributed to the fa
f me and notoriety
of the sitter.
The Fi
T
F rs
r t Actre
r sses: Nell Gwy
w n to Sara
r h
Siddons explores the ways in which such
portraits have helped to present eighteenthcentury actresses as goddesses, obj
b ects of
erotic fa
f ntasy, tragic and comic heroines,
and even shrewd self-publicists.
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LEFT

BELOW

Sarah Siddons as
the Tragic Muse
Studio of Sir Joshua
Reynolds, 1784

Giovanna Baccelli
by Thomas Gainsborough,
1782
T te, London 2011
© Ta

© Cobbe Collection,
Hatchlands Park

Accompanying publication
available from the Gallery
Shops and online at
www.npg.org.uk/shop
The First Actresses: Nell
Gwyn to Sarah Siddons
by Professor Gill Perry
with essays by Professor
Joseph Roach and Professor
Shearer West
Price £30 (hardback)
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THE ACTRESS NOW
by Rosie Broadley
Associate Curator

of those pioneering
actresses of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries celebrated in the Gallery’s maj
a or
exhibition Th
T e Fi
F rs
r t Actre
r sses: Nell Gwy
w n to
Sara
r h Siddons is demonstrated in this display
of contemporary British women perfo
f rming in
theatre, film and television. Those represented
in this display include actresses with long and
varied careers, such as Dame Helen Mirren
and Va
V nessa Redgrave, alongside young
perfo
f rmers who have made an early impact,
like the Bafta-nominated Gemma Arterton.
Given the wealth of fine British actresses
currently perfo
f rming in theatre and on film,
this display cannot hope to be comprehensive,
THE LASTING LEGACY
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The Actress Now
from 20 October 2011
until 8 January 2012
Room 41a
Admission free

BELOW

Fiona Shaw
by Victoria Russell,
2002

instead demonstrating the diversity and
breadth of talent of women acting now,
many of whom have fo
f und acclaim in roles
first undertaken by their historic counterparts,
from Shakespeare to Sheridan.
Drawn from the Gallery’s Collection, Th
T e
Actre
r ss Now is dominated by photographic
portraits. The selection of works reflects the
Gallery’s collecting policy, which prefe
f rs
portraits of perfo
f rmers as themselves, and
not en rô
r le. The concept of a growing public
appetite fo
f r images of fe
f male ‘stars’ is
explored in Th
T e Fi
F rs
r t Actre
r sses exhibition, but
the invention of photography and film has
transfo
f rmed an actress’s audience, the way
her images are disseminated across the world
and the visual language used to frame her
‘star quality’. Whereas eighteenth-century
actresses were often associated with a
particular role and depicted by artists in
character – Mary Robinson came to be
popularly known as ‘Perdita’ after perfo
f rming
that part in Shakespeare’s A Winter’s Ta
T le –
contemporary actresses often seek to
demonstrate their versatility. The neutral
settings and costumes in many of the
photographs are also a fe
f ature of the painted
portraits in the display: Victoria Russell’s
portrait of Fiona Shaw shows her in white
underwear and skirt, against a white
background, as though she is preparing fo
f r
any one of her extraordinary perfo
f rmances
– perhaps taking the lead in Richard
r II, the
type of ‘travesty’ or cross-dressing roles
pioneered by some of the first actresses.

A GUIDE TO VICTORIAN &
EDWARDIAN PORTRAITS

A Guide to Victorian & Edwardian Portraits
by Peter Funnell and Jan Marsh
Price £7.99 (paperback)
is available from the Gallery Shops and
online at www.npg.org.uk/shop

FROM BEATRIX POTTER

and Charles Dickens
to Ellen Te
T rry and William Morris, the most
f mous names of the Victorian and
fa
Edwardian eras are the fo
f cus of a new
collaboration between the National Portrait
Gallery and the National Trust.

A great range of artistic styles and techniques
is revealed, while engaging commentaries on
sitters like Charles Darwin and Virginia Woolf
illuminate the ways in which people chose to
be presented – often using the actual words
of the sitters and artists themselves.

Iconic portraits from the Gallery’s Collection
and selected houses of the National Trust
f ature together in A Guide to Victorian &
fe
Edward
r ian Portra
r its, written by Peter Funnell,
Curator of 19th-Century Portraits and Head of
Research Programmes at the National Portrait
Gallery, and biographer Jan Marsh, currently
working on the Gallery’s Catalogue of Later
Victorian Portraits.

Other celebrities fe
f atured in A Guide to
Victorian & Edward
r ian Portra
r its include Queen
Victoria, Mary Seacole, Lewis Carroll, Robert
Louis Stevenson, Edward Elgar, Thomas Hardy
and Bernard Shaw. Among those who
captured them on canvas or camera are
Aubrey Beardsley, Julia Margaret Cameron,
Ford Madox Brown, Frederic Leighton, John
Singer Sargent and James Jacques Tissot.
Houses fe
f atured include Smallhythe Place,
Lacock Abbey, Hilltop, Belton House,
Cliveden and Hughenden Manor.

Featuring sixty portraits of writers and
musicians, actors and scientists, royalty and
statesmen, this book provides a fa
f scinating
overview of a key period in portraiture and
the way in which its great figures were
depicted.
From the revolutionary style of the PreRaphaelite Brotherhood to outstanding
society portraits of the Edwardian age, this
accessible book also includes large narrative
paintings and pioneering photographs.
Many portraits fe
f atured in the publication are
on display at the National Portrait Gallery in
London and its regional partner Bodelwyddan
Castle in North Wa
W les, or in the historic
settings of National Trust houses around the
country, fo
f r which they were commissioned.
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TAYLOR WESSING
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT
PRIZE: ENCOURAGING YOUNG
PHOTOGRAPHERS
by Terence Pepper
Curator of Photographs

Taylor Wessing
Photographic Portrait
Prize 2011
from 10 November 2011
until 12 February 2012
Porter Gallery
Admission £2
Free for Gallery Supporters

ELOW

Sarah Doukas
by Claire Pepper, 2010

of the annual Ta
Taylor
Wessing Photogra
W
r phic Po
P rtra
r it Pri
rize is to
provide a fo
f rum fo
f r unknown and emerging
photographers to show their work to a wider
audience at a national museum. In addition
to the prizes, a series of commissions was
established in 2006.
ONE OF THE MAIN AIMS

Supported by the fa
f mily of the late
photographer Godfrey Argent specifically to
encourage photographers under the age of
twenty-five, the most recent commission
emerging from the Photogra
r phic Po
P rtra
r it Pri
rize
is Claire Pepper’s photograph of Sarah Doukas,
f under of Storm Model Management.
fo
When Claire’s entry was accepted fo
f r the 2008
competition, she was finishing her degree
course at the University of Brighton. She
graduated with a 2.1 in Editorial Photography
and has since established herself as a freelance
f shion photographer. Claire won the Yo
fa
Y ung
F shion Photographer of the Ye
Fa
Y ar award in
2008, and the fo
f llowing year she was awarded
the Royal Photographic Society’s Jeff Vickers
MBE FRPS/GENIX Imaging Bursary.
The Gallery asked Claire to take three diffe
f rent
shots, or ‘set-ups’, from which one would be
chosen as the definitive portrait. In the event,
two poses were chosen. The first shows Doukas
in her office, alongside an ideas board, which
f atures polaroids of some of the models
fe
connected to the agency, among them Cindy
Crawfo
f rd and Lily Cole. The second pose shows
Doukas with five of her most promising models,
10

including Cara Delevingne, who has since been
photographed by Mario Te
T stino fo
f r Burberry’s
spring 2011 campaign. The first portrait was
shown as the Gallery’s Photogra
r ph of the
Month in April 2011, and the second portrait
will be displayed this autumn.
Claire Pepper highlighted the commission in her
photographer’s blog, noting on 1 April 2011:
‘Back in 2008, I fo
f und out that I had made it
into the Ta
Taylor We
W ssing Photogra
r phic Portra
r it
Priz
i e at the National Portrait Gallery [and
had also been awarded the Godfrey Argent
commission], which was dead exciting fo
f r
my recently graduated self.… It took many
months of speculative lists and making
arrangements, and in December 2010
I finally arranged a shoot with Sarah Doukas
of Storm Models.… She was very lovely, and
although clearly very busy, gave me all the
time I needed to get the shots.’
Further information on Claire Pepper’s work can be
found at www.clairepepper.co.uk

ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC
COMPOSERS AND THE TAYLOR
WESSING PHOTOGRAPHIC
PORTRAIT PRIZE
by William Mival

ELOW

Royal College of Music
Taylor We
Ta
W ssing
Photogra
raphic Po
P rtra
r it
rize Perfo
f rmance,
Pri
November 2009
© Royal College of Music, 2009

Head of Composition, Royal College of Music

YOUNG COMPOSERS from the Royal College of
Music (RCM) have been working fo
f r five years
now with the National Portrait Gallery’s annual
Taylor We
Ta
W ssing Photogra
r phic Po
P rtra
r it Pri
rize.
At first sight it looks like an unusual link-up,
music and still image, filling the usually hushed
spaces of the Gallery with sounds that can be
strident, and, yes, sometimes hummable, and
exactly the kind of thing you don’t normally
associate with such spaces where you’d expect
to be (politely) asked to hush if you started
singing at the sight of one of the pictures!

But breaking into sound is what this whole
proj
o ect is about. The connection between
music and the visual arts has long been there –
just look at film. But photographs, unlike film,
don’t move in time; instead, as you look at
them, they can gradually yield up more
observable detail, perhaps altering your
original view, perhaps not. A photograph,
especially one from the hands of the
exceptional artists fe
f atured in the annual
Taylor We
Ta
W ssing Photogra
r phic Po
P rtra
r it Pri
rize
exhibitions, is a tiny slice of reality – and
sometimes a very difficult reality indeed –
frozen into an image that can be about as
f r from the pure abstraction of music as
fa
it is possible to get.

The composers have to find ways to respond
to the kinds of image they might never
otherwise have explored. The result is a unique
creative collaboration between the Ta
Taylor
W ssing Photogra
We
r phic Po
P rtra
r it Pri
rize and RCM
composers. Not everyone will like everything
they hear – but come along to the concert and
listen to the range and imaginative colour that
our composers can evoke in response to these
images. Like our composers, you, as listeners
and observers, will be provoked and perhaps
challenged and go back into the exhibition
with ears and eyes somehow now strangely
connected!
The Royal College of Music will be performing at the
Gallery on 11 November 2011. Please visit the Gallery’s
website www.npg.org.uk/whatson/lateshift or call 020
7306 0055 for more information.

This is why working with this annual
international photographic prize has become
so popular among our young and talented
composers. Using these amazing images as
the inspiration fo
f r new music can release
quite astonishing levels of imagination.
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SCOTT OF THE ANTARCTIC
by Rab MacGibbon
Assistant Curator

Scott of the Antarctic
from 16 August 2011
until 22 April 2012
Room 23
Admission free

BELOW

Robert Falcon Scott
(detail)
by Herbert Ponting,
1911

A CENTURY AFTER HIS DEATH ,

Captain Robert
Falcon Scott (1868 –1912) remains a national
icon of heroism and courage. This anniversary
display brings together fo
f ur outstanding
photographs from Scott’s final expedition
by Herbert Ponting, the first profe
f ssional
photographer to accompany a polar
expedition. These photographs are an eloquent
testament to the hardship and profo
f und
comradeship that characterised the British
Antarctic Expedition, 1910–1913.
Scott was enj
n oying a naval career when he
was invited to command the first National
Antarctic Expedition on board the Discovery
r ,
1901–1904. The expedition reached further
south than any previous attempt and Scott
returned home to public acclaim. His second
expedition, on board the old whaling ship
T rr
Te
rra Nova, reached the Antarctic on 22
January 1911.
The photographs in this display were taken
during the long Antarctic winter of 1911,
while the expedition party made preparations
f r the final push to the Pole. Scott writes his
fo
journal surrounded by books and sealskin
mittens; his close friend, the surgeon, zoologist
and artist Dr Edward Wilson, finishes a
watercolour of the atmospheric effe
f cts caused
by the extreme cold; Petty Officer Edgar Evans
models their sledging gear befo
f re a mound
of crates.
Our knowledge of the bleak conclusion to the
expedition lends tremendous poignancy to
12

these scenes of companionship and industry.
With Captain Lawrence Oates and Lieutenant
Henry Bowers, these were the men whom
Scott would choose to accompany him on the
1,700-mile return journey to the Pole. Having
set out in November 1911, they reached their
goal on 18 January 1912, only to find Raoul
Amundsen’s Norwegian flag. On the return
journey the party, punished by abnormally
severe conditions of -40°C, was overwhelmed
by frostbite and fa
f tigue. Ponting’s
photographs are both fa
f scinating historical
documents and enduringly romantic images
of the heroic age of polar exploration.

RULE BRITANNIA!
AT BENINGBROUGH HALL
by Sarah Moulden
Assistant Curator: 18th Century Collections

Rule, Britannia! Frederick,
Prince of Wales and
Music in the 18th Century
until 1 February 2012
Beningbrough Hall,
North Yorkshire

BELOW

The Music Party:
Frederick, Prince of
Wales, and his sisters
by Philippe Mercier,
1733

is
committed to making its Collection accessible
around the country through our active
National Programmes. This year, the Gallery’s
long-term partnership with the National Trust
at Beningbrough Hall near Yo
Y rk hosts its sixth
Visiting Portra
r its display, Rule, Britannia!
Frederick, Prince of Wa
Fr
W les and Music in the
18th Ce
C ntury
r .
THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY

In the life
f time of Beningbrough’s eighteenthcentury occupant John Bourchier, Frederick
Prince of Wa
W les (1707–51) was one of the
most important patrons of music. Upon
arriving in England from Hanover in 1728,
Frederick actively set about supporting a
variety of musicians, promoting the British
taste fo
f r both Italian opera and English
anthems and helping to establish Britain as
a centre of progressive music and patronage.
Perhaps Frederick’s most important
contribution to Britain's self-image – not to
mention his own – was his commission of
Rule, Britannia! by Thomas Arne (1710–78).
Frederick’s patronage and use of music to
distinguish his new British identity is most
tantalisingly revealed in Philippe Mercier’s
T e Music Party
Th
t (1733). On the surfa
f ce, the
royal siblings appear to be harmoniously
making music in the garden of their palace
at Kew. Ye
Y t all is not as it appears. During
the production of the portrait, the royal
f mily were involved in a fe
fa
f ud over Frederick’s
concerted effo
f rts to assert his independence.
A key point of contention was his controversial

patronage of the ‘Opera of the Nobility’
(1733–37), an opera company that rivalled
the Royal Academy of Music (1719–34)
established by the German composer George
Frideric Handel (1685–1759) and patronised
by the Crown. Te
T nsions between the figures
can be detected in Mercier’s portrait, which
alludes to this musical quarrel: no participant
acknowledges the others and Frederick,
absorbed in his own music, turns his back on
Amelia, who, looking out towards the viewer
with a knowing smirk, seems to elbow her
brother away.
With its portraits of composers, Italian operatic
c stra
ca
r ti, British singers and members of
Frederick’s fa
f mily, this year’s Vi
V siting Po
P rtra
r its
display explores the musical tastes, identity
and fa
f mily intrigues of a remarkable princely
patron.
For more information about Beningbrough Hall
and the National Portrait Gallery partnership, visit:
www.npg.org.uk/beyond/beningbrough-hall
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COMEDIANS: FROM THE 1940S
TO NOW
by Clare Freestone
Associate Curator of Photographs

COMEDIANS : FROM THE 1940 S TO NOW

presents portraits of comics from stage
perfo
f rmers such as impersonator Sid Field to
contemporary comedians writing fo
f r television
and film, among them Shaun of the Dead’s
Simon Pegg. The display highlights work by
some of the principal photographers
represented in the Gallery’s Collection,
including Cecil Beaton, Annie Leibovitz and
Jillian Edelstein, while a video interview with
Paul Merton provides an amusing commentary
on the sitters and their role in the development
of comedy.

Comedians: From the
1940s to Now
from 17 September 2011
until 8 January 2012
Rooms 37 and 37a
Admission free

Photographer Bob Collins, who documented
the rise of radio and television perfo
f rmers in
the 1950s, is represented in the display with
his portraits of Benny Hill and Hancock’s Half
lfHour stars To
T ny Hancock and Sid James. In
the 1960s Lewis Morley became the ‘official’
photographer of the satire boom: renting
rooms above the Establishment Club in Soho,
Morley was perfe
f ctly placed to photograph
its fo
f under, Peter Cook, with Dudley Moore –
as Merton notes, ‘the first real double act
to write their own material’.
Angus McBean’s bizarrely humorous 1960
portrait of Spike Milligan fo
f r his first album
Milligan Pre
r served is displayed alongside
Bryan Wharton’s on-stage group shot of
The Goons, and Michael Wa
W rd’s portrait of
Ken Dodd at the Palace Theatre, Manchester.
Peter Sellers, who began his career with The
Goons, is shown in Bill Brandt’s dramatic
portrait taken during the filming of A Shot
in the Dark
r , in which he played ‘Inspector
Clouseau’ fo
f r the second time.
Another enduring work on display is Annie
Leibovitz’s 1990 portrait of John Cleese. In
Leibovitz’s photograph, Cleese is pictured
hanging upside-down from a branch; known
f r her elaborate and theatrical shoots,
fo
Leibovitz used a sixty-fo
f ot crane to haul
Cleese into position.
Also on show is Alistair Morrison’s photograph
of Julie Wa
W lters as she began her iconic role as
‘Mrs Overall’ (who believed all problems could
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Spike Milligan
by Angus McBean, 1960

Julie Walters
by Alistair Morrison, 1985

© EMI Music Archive

© Alistair Morrison

including Russell Brand by Karl J. Kaul,
Catherine Ta
T te by Jason Bell and Matt Lucas
by Nadav Kander.
Comedians: Fr
C
From the 1940s to Now began
in 2009 as a partnership proj
o ect between
the National Portrait Gallery and three of
the Gallery’s Regional Partners: Sunderland
Museum & Winter Gardens, Museums
Sheffield and Plymouth Museum & Art
Gallery. The content of Co
C medians was
initially selected from the Gallery’s Collection
by Sunderland Museum & Winter Gardens,
highlighting local links through the choice
of portraits: fo
f r example, sitter Rowan
Atkinson is from the North-East, while
Dawn French is from Plymouth.

be solved by ‘a nice cuppa’) in the Victoria
Wood-scripted Acorn
r Antiques. As Paul Merton
notes, ‘When you look at women in comedy
it’s impossible to avoid the magnificent
Victoria Wood.’ Female comedians who
defined alternative comedy in the 1990s,
including Wood, Jo Brand and French and
Saunders, are represented by witty portraits
from Trevor Leighton’s 1999 publication
T e Jokers
Th
r , a photographic survey of British
comedians.
Comedians: Fr
C
From the 1940s to Now concludes
with photographs of contemporary comedians

The touring exhibition proved universally
popular with diffe
f rent audiences across the
country, and was one of the most successful
to be shown at Sunderland Museum & Winter
Gardens in recent years. Emily Allen, Proj
o ect
Co-ordinator, National & International
Partnerships, Ty
T ne & Wear Archives &
Museums, explains:
‘Developing and staging the Co
C medians
exhibition and related programme of events
was a fa
f ntastic experience fo
f r us. We have
enj
n oyed a successful partnership with the
National Portrait Gallery fo
f r the past eight
years, which both raises the profile of the
museum and offe
f rs the people of the NorthEast an opportunity to view great works
from a national collection.’
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CHASING MIRRORS
by Louise Lamming
Participation Project Manager

Chasing Mirrors
from 14 October 2011
until 8 January 2012
Studio Gallery
Admission Free

ELOW

Reebok Classic
Athier, 2010
© Athier

the third and final year of
Chasing Mirr
C
rrors
r , a partnership proj
o ect between
the National Portrait Gallery and community
organisations in Brent, Barnet and Ealing,
funded by the John Ly
L on’s Charity. Each year
a contemporary artist has collaborated with
young people to explore the Gallery’s
Collection and create artwork based on
concepts of identity and self-representation.
Their collaborative artistic response is then
exhibited in the Studio Gallery each autumn.
2011 MARKS

Chasing Mirr
C
rrors
r has developed over time in
response to the artists’ creative practices,
media and their responses to portraiture and
the Collection. This year British-Iraqi artist
Athier Mousawi is leading the collaboration;
his work uses geometric Islamic shapes and
Arabic calligraphy to explore themes of exile,
upheaval, integration and celebration.
The artist explains: ‘As a non-figurative artist,
I was more intrigued than anything at being
considered fo
f r this proj
o ect. But soon, the idea
of having three groups – three sets of people
with completely diffe
f rent experiences – and
responding to this without portraiture is a
prospect as inspiring as the notion of inspiring.
There is no right or wrong result…. Colours
and shapes which fo
f rm the predominant
characteristics of how I work will only become
clear during this journey.’
The hard-to-reach young people the Gallery
is working with come from three community
organisations: An Nisa, a women-managed
16

organisation established in 1985 to promote
a British Muslim identity; Paiwand, an Afg
f han
community organisation; and Ta
T llo, a centre
working with London’s Somali community.
The young people taking part this year have
commented that they are ‘proud’ and
‘honoured’ that their work will be exhibited
at the National Portrait Gallery. They are
enj
n oying the opportunity to explore ‘what
types of art there are out there in the world
and how you can express your fe
f elings
through it’.

PATRONS’ VISIT TO STOCKHOLM
by Susan Shanks
Patrons’ Events and Membership Officer

LEFT AND BELOW

Swedish National Portrait
Gallery, Gripsholm (detail),
2011
© Nicholas Ayre

Talk at the Swedish Royal
T
Academy of Fine Art,
May 2011
© Nicholas Ayre

IN MAY 2011 ,

twenty-nine Patrons of the
National Portrait Gallery joined the Director,
Sandy Nairne, and Deputy Director, Pim
Baxter, fo
f r a special trip to Stockholm, Sweden,
as part of the spring and summer Patrons’
Programme.
Each year our Patrons’ Programme includes
visits to cultural and historical venues that
have strong connections to our own work and
Collection. Stockholm, with its rich backdrop
of historic art and architecture and thriving
contemporary art scene, was a fa
f scinating
venue fo
f r our second overseas trip.
The Swedish National Portrait Gallery provided
a beautiful and fitting fo
f cus fo
f r our visit.
Based at the historic Gripsholm Castle, just
outside Stockholm, the Gallery was fo
f unded
in 1822 and its collection contains over 4,000
works of Swedish portraiture. Our Patrons were
taken on a fa
f scinating highlights tour of the
collection, which includes works from the
1500s to the present day, fo
f llowed by a
walking tour of the nearby town of Mariefred
and lunch in the Old Castle Kitchens.

Roslin and Carl Larsson. We enj
n oyed a special
behind-the-scenes visit to the Royal Swedish
Academy of Fine Art, the Va
V sa Museum, and
Prins Eugens Wa
W ldemarsudde.
The group also enj
n oyed the more modern side
of Stockholm, visiting a private contemporary
art collection in the centre of the city, and
undertaking a private tour of the Moderna
Museet, which holds one of the world’s finest
collections of twentieth- and twenty-firstcentury art.
The visit closed with a trip to the Nobel
Museum, a museum that – like the National
Portrait Gallery – celebrates the creativity and
impact of individuals on history, science and
culture.
Patrons provide the National Portrait Gallery with
vital support. For more information about Gallery
Patronage, please contact Stacey Ogg, Individual
Giving Manager: 020 7321 6644 / sogg@npg.org.uk

Another highlight of the trip was a scenic boat
cruise to Drottningholm Palace Theatre, where
we were treated to a special perfo
f rmance in
this stunning eighteenth-century setting.
Other events included an evening reception at
the NationalMuseum, Sweden’s primary
museum fo
f r art and design, whose collection
includes works from international masters as
well as Swedish artists such as Alexander
17

Autumn/Winter
Offer
for Gallery
Supporters

EXCLUSIVE GALLERY PUBLICATION OFFER
The latest National Portrait Gallery publication, Th
T e Fi
F rs
rt
Actre
r sses: Nell Gwy
w n to Sara
r h Siddons, accompanies the maj
a or
exhibition opening this autumn – the first exhibition to explore
art and theatre in eighteenth-century England through portraits
of women.
Written by the exhibition curator Profe
f ssor Gill Perry, this lavish
publication includes essays by Profe
f ssor Joseph Roach and
Profe
f ssor Shearer West. Richly illustrated with works by Joshua
Reynolds, Thomas Gainsborough, John Hoppner, Thomas
Lawrence, Johann Zoffa
f ny and James Gillray, the catalogue
includes portraits of actresses such as Nell Gwyn, Kitty Clive,
Hester Booth, Lavinia Fenton, Sarah Siddons, Dorothy Jordan
and Elizabeth Fa
F rren.
To order a copy of this publication at the special Gallery
Supporters’ offer price of £20 (RRP £30, hardback),
please telephone 020 7321 6624, quoting Face to Face.
Off
ffer subj
b ect to availability
t . Va
V lid from 1 August until 30 November 2011.

This offer is only open to
National Portrait Gallery
Members, Associates and
Patrons and is not available
in conjunction with any
other offer.

